
The Holly Social Temples of Each and Everyone

Too many are the elements which allows us to conclude that the operation of Mister
Cheval is not merely art. Cheval was a postman in 19th century France, a France that
already then have had writers like Zolá and Balzac attempting to capture the whole of
human life in their systematically  generated novels. To this degree Chaval  himself  is
doing inutitively  the same operation;  he captures in a building the many styles and
influences that the new means of mass communication were about to bring into French
culture.

Contemporary  landscape  in  France  is  now  completely  altered.  A  tsunami  of  many
different cultures has been completely altered if not so much its facade, its spirit. The
continuous waves of terror attacks are just signs that also the cemented infrastructure
ought to change. Cheval work, a palace he had created filtering the many styles and
cultures he was getting acquainted through the world postcards he was delivering every
day, his work, a clash of many religions and styles, indicates the sole way out of the
contemptuous fighting ahead.

Cheval was a messanger, a Hermes sent by the gods to fabricate alone a palace. On one
hand this palace shows the were a person's willing, thirtythree years of work, can take.
On the other however it demonstrates exactly where contemporary culture ought to be
spiritually leaning towards. Allowing different dogmatic sects, whether intellectual  or
religious, to manifest itself by building castles preaching exclusively their beliefs, are the
ground for war. If in a stadium in fact at least two teams confront themselves and the
battle  is  limited,  contemporary  society  is  allowing  to  build  bastillions  which  will
inevitably cause a civil war.

It is right in the acceptance of a culture in which meanings are really merged that the
basis for a new life can take shape. Beyond art,  it  is  in the menatal  merging of the
outside elements onto one integer conception, e.g. the menatl architecture that Cheval
has accomplished, that we can resort outside the life threatening dogmas established by
the big power structures. Every citizen ought to have then a vegetable garden to take
care of and there build his or her own palace. His or her creation will only diffuse human
love. There he or she will accomplish the temple of spirituality manually and with time.
They will become messangers of the gods and peace will reign.


